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RELATED:. A: Try this regex: \b((https?|ftp|file|tcp|udp)\://[^ \r]*?)\.pdf\b Demo Regex explained: \b - a word boundary
(https?|ftp|file|tcp|udp)\://[^ \r]*? - http, ftp, file, tcp or udp URLs and everything in between \. - a dot pdf - literal text Q: Remove
specific rows from a matrix I have a 3x3 matrix, so A = 0 0 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 And I need to remove some rows. The rows that I want to
remove are A(2,:) A(3,:) The other rows are useless, so I need to delete them. How can I do this in R? A: We can use : cols1 = 2:3
cols2 = 1:2 mat1[!(cols1 & cols2), ] # [,1] [,2] [,3] #[1,] 1 5 3 #[2,] 4 6 6 A: A.2 Q: How to convert BSH to HPF and flow to SFC?
I've got a 32-bit application running under Windows 7 that uses BSH (BC-32). We want to do migration to 64-bit Windows Server
2008 (which uses HPF - 32-bit HPF). What is the best way to do the conversion between BSH and HPF? I think HPF is a subset of
BSH, so I could write a program to convert from one to the other. However, there are 54b84cb42d
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